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The ASD Tipping Server has been updated to version 1.2 and all Copyable Tip Jars
have been updated to version 6.0. Bugfixes have been added to prevent the server
from breaking down during web connectivity issues and a new feature has been
added. See the full list of changes below.

All users have been sent the new versions. If you did not receive them, touch your
tip jars or server and select UPDATES button. IM Alicia Stella if you need an update
sent to you.

To update an item, just replace your old ones with the new versions. When
replacing your tipping server with new version, your settings will be retained. (You
can replace just the scripts inside your tip jars if you wish to keep the same objects,
but reset them once replaced.)

PRODUCTS UPDATED:
ASD Tipping Server
Copyable Floating Tip Jars
Copyable Christmas Floating Tip Jars
Copyable Tipping Pictures
Copyable Customizable Tip Jars
Copyable House-Owned Tip Jars
Copyable Genie Bottle Tip Jars
Copyable Tipping Hats
Copyable Pot of Gold Tip Jars
Copyable Record Case Tip Jars
Copyable Fortune Cookie Tip Jars

-------------------------------------------------------------

---NEW FEATURES, CHANGES, & BUG FIXES---

ASD TIPPING SERVER:

 â�¢ Fixed major bug that could crash Tipping Server if Second Life is having trouble
connecting to web server.

 â�¢ Individual staff member percentages added, set through Web Tools. Requires
this updated Tipping Server and version 6.0 (or greater) of all your tip jars. (Not yet
available for dance furniture.) You can set each staff member to a specific
percentage, or set a percentage for an entire Category for them to use, or continue
to use the percentage set in the tip jars' Configuration notecards. Each staff
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http://www.aliciastella.com/modules/publisher/item.php?itemid=107
http://www.aliciastella.com/modules/publisher/category.php?categoryid=2
https://marketplace.secondlife.com/p/ASD-Tipping-Server-Manage-Tip-Jars-Donation-Boxes-Dance-Pole-from-Web-Transaction-History-Statistics-and-More/182937
https://marketplace.secondlife.com/p/Copyable-Floating-Tip-Jars-Follows-the-user-with-Percentage-Splitting-Now-with-Sculpties/182905
https://marketplace.secondlife.com/p/Copyable-Christmas-Floating-Tip-Jars-Follows-the-user-with-Percentage-Splitting-25-Designs/182957
https://marketplace.secondlife.com/p/Tipping-Pictures-with-Split-Online-Status-Pager-Note-Give-Options-Perfect-for-Escorts/182878
https://marketplace.secondlife.com/p/Copyable-Customizable-Tip-Jars-with-percentage-split-Use-any-Objects/182894
https://marketplace.secondlife.com/p/Copyable-Tip-Jars-with-Splitting-OnlineOffline-Status-Great-for-clubs/182879
https://marketplace.secondlife.com/p/Copyable-Genie-Bottle-Tip-Jars-with-Splitting-Online-Status-Smoke-Effect/182877
https://marketplace.secondlife.com/p/Copyable-Tipping-Hat-with-Magic-Bunny-Percentage-Splitting-and-Auto-Logoff/182897
https://marketplace.secondlife.com/p/Copyable-Pot-of-Gold-Tip-Jar-with-Splitting-Auto-Logout-Rainbow-Effect/182919
https://marketplace.secondlife.com/p/Copyable-Record-Case-Tip-Jar-with-Splitting-Auto-Logout-Particle-Effect/182926
https://marketplace.secondlife.com/p/Copyable-Fortune-Cookie-Tip-Jar-Percentage-Splitting-Auto-Logoff-Gives-Fortune-Lucky-Numbers/182936
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member can have a different setting.

 â�¢ Other bug-fixes added to help system run more smoothly.

 â�¢ Instructions notecard updated with more details on web tools use and settings.

ALL COPYABLE TIP JARS

 â�¢ Commas will be stripped out of custom thank you and custom floating text to
prevent script errors.

 â�¢ Other bug-fixes added to help tip jars run more smoothly.

 â�¢ Individual staff member percentages added when using ASD Tipping Server,
set through Web Tools. Requires the updated Tip Jars as well as Tipping Server
version 1.2 (or higher). You can set each staff member to a specific percentage, or
set a percentage for an entire Category for them to use, or continue to use the
percentage set in the tip jars' Configuration notecards. Each staff member can have
a different setting. (Not yet available for dance furniture.) 

-------------------------------------------------------------
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